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OF GENERATO 
1. IntroductioIl 
Many interesting questions in K-theory and in the study of rings and groups 
concerns the minimum number of elements required to generate a module. We 
shall study the situation especially from the point of view of stability. In particular 
Theorem 3 generalizes results (Theorems 1 and 2) of Bass’ and Gruenberg on the 
subject. 
Throughout we shall be concerned with finitely gealerated modules pver A 3 Zn, 
the integral group-ring of a group 7~ of finite order g. Modules will be assumed to be 
free as abelian groups unless otherwise stated. 
Definitions. Given modules M and N 
1) F(M) is the minimum number of generators that M requires. 
2) M is stably equivalent o N, M =& N, if for som2: integer k, M @ A k s N @ A ka 
3) M is weakly equivalent o &J, M - N, if there : ire projective modules P and R 
of the same (finite) rank such that Me P = Ne. I. 
Recall that if P is projective, then its Z-ranl. is an integral multiple of g, the 
order of TT (e.g. cf. [7, p. 1931). Thus rank P = 4 Z-rarlk P)jg. 
Bass has proved the following (immediate fro n [7, ‘3. 1931). _ I 
Theorem 1; If P&A” and k a2, then P=Ak. 
An equivalent statement istthat if P *A k and k a 2 then JL (P) = k, because if 
p(P) = k, then there is an epimorphism A ’ + P which, since it is an epimorphism 
’ of free abelian groups of rank k l g, is an isomorphism. 
Theorem 1 cannot be improved because Swan [SJ gives an example of- a 
projective module I such that 1~4 .1?‘: = A $A, but /L (I) = 2 SO I# A although I =%a. 
In this case VT = (x, y 1 yxy -’ x, y *x8) is the generalized quaternion group of 
arder 32. 
Another result, due to Gruenberg, concerns a presentation of 7r as Fl 
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is a finitely generated free group. The abelianization, N”, of N is a n-module. 
Fixing F does not in general fix N nor, necessarily does it fix N”. Gruenberg 
proved, however, [4] 
Theorem 2. p(W) depends only on 8’. 
IfFIN=rr = F/N, as mentioned above, N* is not necessarily isomorphic to fag 
however, N” k Na. This follows from the existence of an exact sequence 
( ! * O+N"*A'-,A -,Z+O [8] 
where t is the rank of F, and from the Schanuel Lemma [7]. Furthermore this exact 
sequence shows that Z-rank N” = (t - 1)g + 1. Thus N” s 2 if and only if t = 1 
and C_C (N”) > 1 otherwise. Thus both Theorems 1 and 2 follow from the more 
general result. 
Theorem 3. If M A N and neither is cyclic, then ,u, (M) = ~4 (IV). 
We shall prove Theorem 3 in Section 2. 
Notation. Pf W! = max, lls cc @PM!, pO(M) is the minimum number of Q?r- 
generators required for QM. 
Remarks. 1) By I&? we mean k@, M for a ring k. 
2) p 1 g means all primes p dividing g, or if g = 1 choose any one prime p. (So if 
7r I= 1, pf = rank.) 
31~ (M) 3 pf (M) ‘3 pa(M): clearly generators for 1M map to generators for Z,M 
and CPM; and genera ors for Zp M lift to elements‘mapping togenerators for QM. 
Definition [4]. A Swan module is a module M with p(M) = r~cf (M). 
Swan modules are .he “good” modules from the point of view of this study 
because the number of generators can be observed from the local situation. Swan 
modules M always have the property that p(M @A) = p(M)+ 1. Note that 
Maschke’s Theorem [3, p. 4231 implies that Zpn and QP are semi-simple for p k g. 
dZ,M) = PO(M) for p Y g. 
An example of a non-Swan module is any projective P which is not free. (There 
are many known examples.) By [7, p. 1931 P = A ‘-l $J, where J is a projective 
ideal of -4. .I CA may be chosen of index prime to any given integer. Thus 
2,P z (Zpn)’ for any prime p. Thus pf (P) = r = rank P. If P is not free then 
p(P) > r. We shall prove in Section 3 that this is the way that non-Swan modules 
arise by showing: 
Every module M contains a Swan mo 
Finally we shall use a result of Swan to observe the following result in Section 4: 
3% I 
t 
The proof proceeds in three steps: 
A) If p(MeA)a3 then p(M$A)= p{M)+I. 
B) If p(M)a3 then p!M$Ar)=p(k)+r. 
C) If M AN and either p (M) or jtl (N) 9 3 then p(M) = p(N). 
The rprult follows from C) because i;;’ ,‘M’ and N are not cyclic and neither p (M) 
’ nor p (N) is greater than 2, then p (Mj = 2 = p (IV). 
C) follows from B): if M @.A ’ = Nq+A ‘, and p (&Q a 3 then p(N) 2 
p(N@A’)-r = p(M@A’)-r = p(M)a3.. ThUS p(N)=p(N@Ar>-r= 
P(M)* ’ 
B) follows from A) by induction. So we need only to prove part A): Let 
k=~(M@A)andletf:A~ + M @ A be an epir f rrphism. Let p : M CEI A --, A lx 
the projection onto the second factor. Let. W =. kerb$ Then the induced map 
W --) M is onto. But W g! A = A ’ since pf sl iits. Thus W *A ‘-l. If k 2 3, 
Theorem 1 implies W = A k-1 SO p(M) = k - I. 
3, Proof of Theorem 4 
First we need the following. 
Proposition I. Xf N is a submodule of M of index n relatively @iwe to g, then 
N-M. 
Proof. Let f : P + M be any homomorphism such that P is projective and 
f(p)+N~=M. Let‘g:P&N+M be given‘ by~&@,n)=f@)+ti. Let R =:kerg 
with ar:k+P, p:R + 1\;T t,he*’ inbuced ‘map& _ Since N &, M L “is -‘a ” rational 
isomorphism, JY is a rational iiomorphism, hence ac is a monomorphism. We thus ., /. 
consider R CR 
Claim: P/R = 
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Look at the short exact sequence of A -chain complexes O+ A * + B r(r + G, -+ 0 
whereA.isO~N4*M,B+isR-,P~N-*M,andC,isRs,P-,O.SinceB,is 
acyclic, P/R = &(C,)s &(A *) = M/N. 
Since P/R is finite of order prime to g, for al1 primes p 1 g, 2&R = Z,,P is a free 
&n-module. Thus R is projective [19 Theorem 81. So R is weakly injective 12, p. 
2331. R weakly injective means that if R Ckf splits over 2, it splits over A. So the 
short exact sequence B * p s lits as A -modules (since it splits as Z-modules). Thus 
R $ M = P@ IV. Since M and N have the same Z-rank, P and R have the same 
A -rank, so M - N. 
We can now prove Theorem 4: 
Let n = Ccr(M) and let a:,&,..., aP, be generators of Z&M, for p 1 g. Let m, be 
integers such that mp = 1 (modp) and q 1 m, for every other prime q 1 g. Let 
ai = I: m,aP. Then ~11,. . ., a,, are generators of Z,M for all p I g. Let N be the. 
submodule they generate. Then N CM induces a Z,-isomorphism for all p I g, thus 
M/rN is of finite order prime to g. By the proposition, N - M But p(N) s n =s 
uf (M) = per (N) (because Z&U = 2’) so N is a Swan module. 
4. Related results 
Recall that hfw =(t?ZEM(Xl?Z = m for all x E w}. We get 
Proposition 2. Let XEM” and let N = M/(x). ‘73ten I4MF 
max (2, IQ (M), po(N I + 1). 
Proof. This is a reworking of Swan’s Lemma 4.4, [6]. Let n = 
max (2, pf (M), p*(N) + 1). Since n 3 2 and n s p (Z&U) for all p I g, n satisfies his 
conditions c) and a). Xow ra * pa(N)+ 1 so there is an epimojphism Q7r”-* onto 
QN. Since (cp7r is semi-simple all epimorphisms plit. Thus Q:rn-l s QN@K, for 
some K. But now QIM = Q;PN or Q)N @ Q, depending on whether or not x = 0. Thus 
Q+‘-‘cpf3%2M~K’ where K’=K$Q or K. Thus Qrr”“iQM@K’$&r/Q. 
Since &r/Q contains a copy of every indecomposable &r-module except dp, n 
satisfies condition b) of Swan’s Lemma, whence p (M) s n. 
We now prove Theorem 5 as follows: 
If K is trivial, QM = Q so M = %, a Swan module. If K# 0, then pf (M) 3 
pa(M) 2 2 and we can find x E M”, .r# 0. Setting N = M/(x), WC: see that QN E K. 
Thus pa(N) + 1 = ,c~& + 1 G pO(Mj s pf (M). Thus ‘max (2,pf (M), NO(N) + 1) = 
Pf VW But P W) 2 pf (M) always. So by Proposition 2, p(M) = ef (M). 
In Section 1 we gave Swan’s example of the failure of cancellation due to the fact 
that I&A but p (I) # 1. We now give an example where M AN but M# IV and M 
and N are Swan modules (so that p( \e* 
Example. Let I be Swan’s example as in Section 1. Horn,, (Z, I) = Z, Let 
p : 2 --, I be a generator. l[t is a monomorphism. By the techniques of [5], qwe see 
that 1/Z#A /Z although I/Z+ A /Z. (where 2 CA is the trivial submodule 
generated by &+z). Let * = E&m, (- , A), an involufion -which Preserves hort 
exact seque@s (proved in Proposition 3, below). Let M = (1/Z)* and N = 
(A 12)“. M*N but M# N, M and N are respectively the kernels of epimorphism 
I *+ 2 and ‘A -+ 2. Thus N is isomorphic to the augmentation ideal of L4 so 
JQT)=2. CA,@&)=2 
p(Ne3A)-1=2 so by 
module. 
so N is a Swan module. Thus p(M)ap(M@A)-l= 
Theorem 3 p(M) = 2. ZzM = &IV so M is also a Swan 
Proposition 3. On the category of finitely generated A -mbdules which are Z-Frye, 
+ = Homd (- , A) presmes short exact sequences and ** is naturally equivalent to 
the identity. 
Proof. Since projective A-modules are weakly injective * turns Z-split 
monoinorphisms into epimorphisms, hence preserves exactness of short exact 
sequences of Z-free A -modules. 
Let M be a module, atM : M --+ M** ‘the natural transformation arM (m)Cf) = 
f(m). Let O+ A * Ak + M --) 0 be exact. Observe that CY,,~ is an isomorphism. 
But then the, exact diagram 
O-A _A’+M _O 
yields the fact that @A is a monomorphism and ccM an epimorphism. But there is an 
exact sequence O+C-,A’+A -4 SO (Y A is a 1 epimorphism. Hence aA is an 
isomorphism so cuM is also. 
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